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The Book of Psalms: King James Version includes all 150 psalms of the Holy Bible. Sing praises
unto the Lord through psalms! Pray prayers of psalms. The psalms are poetic, passionate, heartfelt,
spiritual. When the righteous cry out for help, the Lord hears them. Whether you're looking for
healing or simply wish to praise his name, the book of Psalms is here for you. Strength for all ye
who hope in the Lord. "Many are the afflictions of the righteous, but the Lord delivers him out of
them all". To God the glory. To God be the praise.
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This book is perfect for anyone with arthritis who has trouble holding a heavy Bible. I like comparing
the King James version with the newer translations and this one is perfect. I was surprised at the
quality of this product for the price. I would recommend it to anyone, it would make a perfect gift.

I have quite a few New Testaments.(and a dozen or so Bibles)This particular edition has everything,
Easy to read print, the perfect size, durable construction, comfortable to handle.I just enjoy reading
it more than the others.

This is the book of my heart and soul. I pray some part of it everyday . It is Man calling out to G-d,
praying to G-d , asking for G-d's help, thanking G-d, praising G-d.As a religious Jew I recite each
day as part of my daily prayer a large number of Psalms. I too when I feel in real need of help turn to

G-d by saying the Psalms. When I go to pray at the Western Wall in Jerusalem it is Psalms which I
pray.The Psalms in Hebrew are called ' Tehilim'.I pray ordinarily in Hebrew. But the King James
version is such a moving and wonderful translation that I often pray from it. Sometimes I simply do
not know the Hebrew that well , and so read the English version.In my mind and heart there is no
more meaningful Literature than this.These are the words that connect us most deeply with G-d.

Actually, I ordered two different stock #s, but found the only difference was the color. I particularly
like this New Testament because 1. It's King James 2. good size, easy to hold 3. doesn't look
cheap, but is inexpensive. 4. easy to read, good font. 5. decent paper, so that I can write and
highlight without ruining the book. 6. also contains Psalms.7. The price (5.99) is such that I can buy
several and give them away anytime I want to. My only other wish would be that it contained
Proverbs.

I purchased this for my 94 year old grandmother and she is really enjoying it. She is able to read it
better than her old one with the really small print.

This paperback copy of psalms is just right for carrying around. Love the original King James poetry.
Can't seem to remember the "new" versions of the psalms, maybe because they seem to have NO
poetry to them. For example, trying to switch Psalm 23 over to "modern" language is nearly
impossible after saying it for years the other way. Nice booklet to have with quick references via first
lines.

In my imagination, I think that the Psalms read by Michael York are read as if commissioned by King
David. I can't say as if King David himself were reading the Psalms, for that isn't as accurate as the
former, for the reading is clearly one spoken with eloquence fit for any hearer, even King David.
High praise, are those remarks, and this collection of The Psalms are worth such praise.The style of
the reading is clear, musical without musical background but punctuated by musical notes between
readings. The imagination given by Michael York, and there is that high praise again for this reading
of 150 Psalms, comes through for these are rich and moving readings that involve the listener. I
have had a set of these tapes for many years, given one set as a gift only to discover that they are
to be found only among the used category for sale. Sadly, there will be a time when the set may go
out of print. This is my second set of this collection.As a note of comparison, there is a collection of
readings of the King James Version of the Bible's New Testament read by Gregory Peck. Like Mr.

Peck, Mr. York has a distinct voice that shows he is a noteworthy voice of merit and offers an
understanding of what he is reading, without getting in the way of the words or the text. To say that
he is a man with a trained voice and excellent diction, like Mr. Gregory Peck, is to my way of
thinking and listening accurate.I have a number of "recorded" readings of Biblical material, including
Gregory Peck, Sir Laurence Olivier, Alexander Scourby, and the out of print "The Bible" (the Old
Testament in King James Version) read by numbers of actors with excellent voices. Michael York's
reading of The Psalms is certainly a central part of my collection of such audio recordings, and his
voice is as distinct and memorable as any, if not more so. Hear him say, "Selah," and you will know
there is quality to both the recording and his interpretation.For a complete, unabridged reading of
the King James Version of The Psalms, one can be pleased to own and listen to this
understandable and distinguished recording where Michael York reads memorably and so well
these wonderful words of The Psalms.Peter Menkin -- Pentecost

This small book of Psalms works well on the Kindle.The translation is the KJV, which is obviously
old-fashioned but retains the beauty of the language, and is wonderful poetry.The Bono intro is
thoughtful and thought-provoking.The book on Kindle is easy to navigate, and the Psalms are laid
out really well; each one starts on a new page, where some books of poetry aren't so thoughtful.I
use it as a Psalter to read through day to day, and I find it inspiring. Well worth the small purchase
price to have this little book on my Kindle.
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